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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER

Chairman’s corner

T

he months of April and May
are some of the busiest of
the year for PPL/IR Europe.
In the last 8 weeks we
have participated in three
major events – a presence at Aero Expo
Friedrichshafen in April, our AGM at
Coventry in early May and Aero Expo
Sywell in the latter part of May.
The events of the AGM are
comprehensively reported elsewhere in
this edition so I will not go into more
detail here, save to say, a big thank you
to the organizer, Stephen Dunnett and
by our membership secretary, Sali Gray
and her team who ensured that we neither
went hungry nor thirsty on the day. I
particularly enjoyed the PPL/IR Europe
cup cakes and so, it seems, did everyone
else as they disappeared from view in no
time.
In my earlier days, as a member of
PPL/IR Europe, we often arranged two
meetings a year. One of these has to be
in England or Wales for legal reasons,
however, there is no reason why a second
meeting could not be held elsewhere.
This would give the UK based members
a good excuse to dust off their aircraft
and fly to hopefully sunnier climes. It
would also support our objective to a
pan-European organization. There does
seem to be a slight ‘spring in the step’
of PPL/IR Europe at the moment that is
witnessed by the increasing enthusiasm
of members to support the ongoing work
that we do at EASA and we are therefore
actively considering re-instating the
second get together somewhere on the
near continent. The practicalities are such
that, for UK based members to make this
a day trip, then the meeting will probably
have to be in late September. Europe will
still be running on summer time, which
allows people to get back to aerodromes
that do not have lighting or do not stay
open late.
On the topic of our ambitions to
increase membership across Europe,
I cannot let this edition of Chairman’s
Corner go by without a more detailed
report of our presence at two general
aviation shows – Aero Expo’s
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by Paul Sherry

Friedrichshafen and Sywell 2015.
We have now been represented at the
last three Aero Expo’s in Friedrichshafen.
Friedrichshafen airport (EDNY) is
situated in southern Germany, just along
the northern shore of Lake Constance
and not that far from Zurich. For those
of you who have not had the chance to
attend, I thoroughly recommend that you
try and make the effort. Not only is the
aviation experience well worth the visit
but also the local area along the lake
border is picturesque. (For your diaries,
the dates next year are from Wednesday
20th to Saturday 23rd April 2016). The
total number of visitors at the 2015 show
was just short of 34,000. It’s a big general
aviation event and a real opportunity for
PPL/IR Europe to stand on the European
stage. My thanks and I trust, yours, go
to the team who give up their holiday
to staff a stand from 09:00 to 18:00 for
4 consecutive days (ok – it shuts slightly
earlier on the final day!). Trust me, it is
hard work trying to keep a smile on your
face and continue to be enthusiastic four
days in a row! Special mention must be
given to Stephen Hallas who provides
transport in his 421. We are gradually
getting ourselves better organized
with the equipment that we take each
successive year but nonetheless, it is a
feat of weight and balance to pack all the
required kit into a Golden Eagle and still
leave enough seats for the flight crew,
Stephen and Timothy Nathan, as well
as Ed Bellamy and myself! Ben Hines,
an ExCo member, who lives relatively
locally, also should be recognised for his
support and assistance.
The most common questions that get
asked at the show are ‘What is PPL/
IR Europe?’ and ‘Are you a training
organization?’ However, this year, for
the first time, we were getting visitors
actively seeking out the stand and saying
that they had heard of PPL/IR Europe
and wanted to find out more about the
organization. Some were coming up to
the stand to enquire about how they might
join (rather than being browbeaten by
Timothy Nathan into handing over their
credit cards!). For the team that manages

the stand, this was a most welcome
development. Many of you know that
Julian Scarfe does a huge amount at
EASA in Cologne and he recently
commented to me that, in his opinion,
this was the best show yet in terms of
networking and recognition of the work
that the organisation does.
This latter point brings me on to a
matter upon which I commented upon
at our AGM at Coventry and that is
the increasing respect in which PPL/IR
Europe is held by the regulators, both
at European and national level. Indeed,
those who attended would have witnessed
Tony Rapson, head of the GA Unit at
the UK CAA, making an impromptu
contribution at the end of the AGM. (I
can assure you it was totally unscripted).
I can quite understand why so many of
our members get frustrated with what
they see as the slow pace of change. But
for those of us who are used to working
either within or alongside complex
organisations, then we recognize that it
can take years of patient diplomacy and
building of trust to get to a position where
one is listened to and where a carefully
argued opinion can lead to real and lasting
change. That is where I am beginning to
feel we are with PPL/IR Europe: we are
in the room, we have a voice and where
appropriate, our knowledge is respected
and opinion is thought to matter. So,
the patient work done by those who
have led and contributed to PPL/IR
Europe over recent years is now coming
to fruition and there are potentially
some real opportunities.The practical
problem is, however, that there are
now potentially so many opportunities
that present themselves to us, that we
have to be careful how and when we
apply the limited resources, both human
and financial, that are available to us.
Undoubtedly, there may be some changes
that we may, in principle, wish to support
but that may need to be prioritized in the
light or other activities.
Returning to the subject of the shows,
the PPL/IR Europe team has just returned
from Aero Expo Sywell which ran
from Friday 29th to Sunday 30th June.
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Compared to Aero Expo Friedrichshafen,
Sywell is a much more compact affair.
Nonetheless and to be honest, slightly to
my surprise, the level of interest of visitors
to the stand was remarkable. We signed
up a notable number of new members
and also had quite a few renewals from
those who had previously been members.
We also talked to a lot of people and gave
away a lot of literature. One never knows
the value of these contacts but looking
at the show in the round, I feel that the
opportunities for promotion, networking
and recruitment justify our presence. It
is also an opportunity for PPL/IR Europe
members who might not be able to get
to our AGM to meet members of ExCo.
My thanks to the team who helped set
up, staff and disassemble the stand over
the three days – Phil Morris, Jim Thorpe,
Andrew Lambert, Colin Williamson,
Peter Geldard, Julian Scarfe, Alan South,
Andrew Stephinson, Trevor Laundy,
Steve Lupton and Ed Bellamy.
Looking forward to the rest of the year,
the visit to Heidelberg is fully booked up.
A RocketRoute planning day is scheduled
for late June and we have plans for ‘CRM
2’ in September. Alan South and Anthony
Bowles are also planning a second
‘weather day’ – again probably later in
the year ... lots going on and lots to look
forward to!

Paul
Sherry
Chairman – PPL/IR Europe

W

EDITORIAL

Editorial

e
are
delighted
to
report that our pleas to
members to send us copy
is beginning to bear
fruit. Four members have
already sent or promised us articles
and the first of these will appear
in the next edition of Instrument
Pilot. For this summer edition, we
have a miscellany of topics. First,
after two relatively sophisticated
members’
aircraft
described
in
previous issues, Graham Baker tells us
about his more modest AA5 instrument
steed. One of our Editorial Board
did his basic training on an AA5 and
another owned one for 20 years so we
know the marque well and can attest
to Graham’s enthusiasm for his
aircraft and its suitability for IFR
operations as well as being a good
fun aircraft to fly around.
A few of our more intrepid members
ventured north to the Faroes to see
the total solar eclipse in March;
Timothy Nathan was one and authors
our “Weekenders” slot with some
stunning pictures. Yes, we know
the eclipse was on a weekday but we
have permitted ourselves a little
journalistic licence here! Also,
flying north, but not quite so far,
is member Wolfgang Shütz and his
co-pilot Bernard Clemens who did

Aircraft Insurance

Are you paying too much?
• Get an instant quote online

• Spread your premiums for free

• Select the cover you want

• 24-Hour claims hotline service

a tour round the UK last summer
ending up in Scotland to taste the
whisky there. Wolfgang has kindly
provided an English translation of
his article and for those who may
wish to read the German original, it
is on our website.
Our Spring meeting at Coventry in
early May was very well attended by
78 members and we are very grateful
to Alan South and John Shannon for
reporting on the presentations made
for the benefit of those members
unable to attend. Leading on from
the joint presentation from Julian
Scarfe and Dominique Roland on
simplifying GA operations, Jim Thorpe
cocks a snook at over-regulation in
his “Humbug” piece.
The regular contributions from
Paul Sherry, our chairman, Graham
Whittle with his approach chart quiz
and Anthony Bowles with his Forum
roundup complete our Summer IP. Now
we must hope for some summer weather
for the BBQ’s and interesting flying
for more members to write about.

Anthony Bowles
Phil Caiger
Graham Whittle
June 2015

Visicover is a unique
service that lets you
buy and manage your
aeroplane or helicopter
insurance online
whenever it suits you.

To find out more go to Visicover.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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Events
Flight Planning with Rocket Route

CRM Seminar II

Date: 27 June 2015
Location: Coventry Airport (EGBE)
In conjunction with Rocket Route, PPL/IR Europe is pleased
to host a 1-day seminar on IFR flight planning for GA pilots in
Europe. The meeting is open to any interested pilot, and is not
restricted to members of PPL/IR Europe or subscribers to Rocket
Route professional. The seminar is limited to 25 registrants on a
first come / first served allocation. If oversubscribed we will seek
to rerun the seminar in late 2015 for those entering their names on
the reserve list.
Programme:
The seminar will cover practical topics including:
•
•
•

Eurocontrol routings
Online options for flight planning
Validation and submission of international flight
plans

Registration Fee:
£35 per person, to cover room rental, tea/coffee, buffet lunch and
organisation costs. Pilots are responsible for their own landing fees
and refuelling charges. Payments by PayPal are collected prior to
completion of registration.

Date: 19 September 2015
Location: Coventry Airport (EGBE)
This one day seminar is planned for 19th September, 10.00am 4.30pm to accommodate all those unable to attend first time round
and although it is already heavily subscribed, a reserve list of those
still wishing to attend is being maintained. Those on the reserve
list will have first refusal on subsequent seminars.
Programme:
The seminar will be presented by Captain Lyn George of Global
Air Training, a specialist in training for commercial pilots. It has
been specifically organised for PPL/IR Europe members, focusing
on the specific challenges and scenarios confronted by the general
aviation pilot operating under single crew conditions and flying in
IMC. The course will cover: flight planning, risk analysis, decision
making processes, standard and emergency procedures. The goal
is to review and train for the highest levels of risk management and
safety in all our flying activities. Programme outline:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction and Goals
Human Error
Decision Making
Situational Awareness
CFIT
Stress and Performance
Summary, Questions and Overview.

Registration Fee:
£75 to cover course fees, facility hire and all catering.

For both events, please contact Steve Dunnett, meetings secretary (meetings@pplir.org)
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New Members
Scott
Barry
Neil
David
Filip
Martin
Edward
David
Mark
Steven
Paul
Aubrey
Mike
Robin
Martin
Robin
Sue
Roy
Christophe
Stefan
Rob
Lars
Lars-Henrik
Jeroen
Jean-Pierre
Michael
Emmanuel
Ilkka
Taneli
Wolfgang
Anne-Bart
Gunnar
Jan
Sandro
Richard
Erik
Martin
Gerhard
Corvin
Truls
Jean-Claude
Bob
Philipp
Etienne
Francois
Effie
Markus
Aksel
Neil
Friedrich
Klaus

Nichol
Whiting
Golder
King
Lambert
Edwards
Runciman
Horobin
Edgeworth
Bailey
Brazier
Campbell
Cronk
Lambert
Bradley
Mincik
Bell
Hitchon
Dupre
Echensperger
Forster
Faelting
Eriksson
Tinbergen
Conrad
Steinbrunn
Camus
Korkiakoski
Haapaniemi
Drahanowsky
Tieleman
Malmkvist
Solem
Guidetti
Thwaites
Moen
Antvik
Susin
Huber
Enghaugen
Duriez
Janssen
Hug
Boeziek
Muller
Andrée Wiltens
Grimminger
Magdahl
O’Connor
Köster
Steinbrecher

UK
UK
UK
UK
Belgium
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
UK
Germany
UK
Sweden
Sweden
Switzerland
Switzerland
Germany
Germany
Finland
Finland
Austria
Netherlands
Sweden
Sweden
Switzerland
UK
Netherlands
Sweden
Germany
Germany
Norway
France
Netherlands
Switzerland
Netherlands
Luxembourg
Germany
Germany
Norway
UK
Switzerland
Germany

EGTR
EGLK
EGLM
EGSX
EBKT

Bader
Sue
Lee
Kevin
Patrick
Daniel

Alsamaet
Hawkins
Merritt
Dennington
Stead
Sharp

Other
France
UK
UK
UK
UK

OKBK
LFMD
EGSR

EGKB
EGSU
EGTR
EGNR
EGAA
EGHO
EGSN
EGTB
EGHR
EGSX
EGBJ
EGTF

ESKC
ESKC
EDTG
EDMA

������

EFHF

�����������������������������������������������

EHLE
ESMS

���������������������������������������������
�����������������������������������������������������
�������������������������

LSGS

ESGP

ENKJ
LFPN
EHSE
EHRD
EHRD
ENJB
EGLK
LFGB

EGTR
EGTR

���������
��������������
���������������
�����������������������������
�������������������������
�����������������������������
����������������������������������������������� �
� ���������������
�����������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������
� �������������������������
���������������������������������������������
� ����������������
���������������������������

� ��������� �������
��������������������������������������������
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GRUMMAN AA5

Grumman AA5

L

by Graham Baker

et’s be clear from the outset, the AA5 is by no stretch of the imagination an ideal IFR machine. It is low
powered, with a meagre load carrying capacity and a restrictive loading envelope. It has limited panel
space for avionics, cannot be upgraded to carry anti- or de-ice equipment and is quite twitchy in yaw
due to the short coupled fuselage. Autopilot options beyond a Century I wing-leveller are virtually
non-existent. So why write an article about an AA5 for ‘Instrument Pilot’? When Anthony Bowles first
approached me to provide one, my first (internal) reaction was to wonder why on earth any of the readership
would be interested in learning about an aircraft that is barely more capable than the one they first soloed in (or
possibly less in some cases). It would be difficult to make a case for downgrading to an AA5, however low the
running costs may be....

However, the article now exists and it does so as an act of
encouragement to some of those who may be put off gaining
an instrument qualification for lack of access to a sophisticated
aircraft. If you plan to carry out serious, regular IFR then look
away now and buy something for the job. If on the other hand, for
whatever reason, you may be considering an IFR rating as a means
of increasing your enjoyment, flexibility and ‘mission despatch
rate’, then this article may show you can do it with a surprisingly
modest aircraft, albeit with some operational constraints.
Early history of the AA5 and its descendants
The AA5 was first conceived as a development of the AA1 twoseater range, designed in the ‘60’s by the legendary Jim Bede
and manufactured by the American Aviation Company. It carried
forward the AA1’s design philosophy of a crisp-handling, simple
to maintain airframe with one or two unique design features.

8
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These included a
fuselage, constructed
for the most part from
aluminium honeycomb
sandwich, which (along with the flying surfaces) being bonded
rather than riveted, led to a slightly more efficient airframe than
the contemporary equivalent Pipers and Cessnas. The first AA5,
the Traveler, appeared in 1972, and was powered by a 150hp low
compression Lycoming 0-320. By 1975, it had been replaced by
two upgraded models, the AA5A Cheetah and the AA5B Tiger.
The former retained the 150hp engine but carried a number of
airframe improvements, most notably a nose remodelled by
LoPresti, and a larger tailplane leading to a more useful loading
envelope; ‘long-range’ tanks were optional. The Tiger also got the
LoPresti look and tailplane along with the larger tanks, but the
differentiators were a 180hp O-360 and an uprated spar, giving a

PPL/IR EUROPE

GRUMMAN AA5

200lb increase in MAUW (although the engine and spar upgrade
took a fair chunk of that, so overall the real life useful load increase
was significantly less). Other improvements such as a luggage door
and more room in the luggage compartment were also incorporated.
In 1979 the Tigers received flush fuel caps (which actually proved
to be more of a nuisance than the originals), nose gear dampers
and an improved parking brake mechanism, but essentially they
remained the same aircraft. Ownership of the type had transitioned
through Grumman to Gulfstream Aerospace, who decided to cease
production.
1979 to today
In 1991 the Tigers were put back into production by a new
owner, American General. A number of detailed changes were
incorporated (Carbon fibre nose-cowl, replacement of the pushpull engine controls with a quadrant and levers, flush rudder cap
and a Sensenich prop) and the model type re-designated as an
AG5B, but again the aircraft was essentially the same with no step

improvement in performance. After two or three years production
ceased and the Type Certificate lay dormant until acquired by a
Taiwanese corporation, who re-launched manufacturing in 2002
under a new company Tiger LLC. The aircraft were exactly as
offered by AG, with the exception of two major options, a G1000
panel and an MT 3-bladed electric VP propeller. Again, after a
four-year period, production was discontinued and since then
the TC has been owned by True Flight Aerospace LLC who have
focused on projects such as an injected engine, and redesigned
cowls and airbox, despite promises that full-scale production will
start ‘at some point’.
Having said all that, AA5s are simple aircraft, well supported
by both UK and US parts distributors with reasonable new-old

stocks of the most important airframe specific parts and used parts
are normally available from somewhere or other; I know of few
aircraft grounded by lack of parts availability.
My life with Grummans
I came to Grummans more by accident than design. Having learnt
to fly at Welshpool in ’93, after a couple of years or so I joined
forces with a number of local pilots who were similarly tiring
of the restrictions that renting club aircraft placed and formed
a group, albeit with no aeroplane! There were vague thoughts
of buying a Rallye, essentially due to a couple of the members
having had a share in one before, but we were only really united
in one thought, which was to buy something with four seats and a
little more interesting than the standard Warriors/172s with which
we had all grown familiar, worthy as they were. To cut a long story
short, I spotted a Tiger for sale at Popham, having no real clue
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as to what they were like. We made a few
phone calls, went for a test flight and had
it inspected, and a week or so later, after a
checkout by the previous owner/FI, I found
myself ferrying it back to Welshpool.
I ran the group for nine years, during
which time we remained by and large a
happy bunch, despite one of the members
catching the prop in a bad landing fairly
early on in our ownership. I joined the
AYA, the worldwide Grumman owners’
organisation, and came to realise what a
special community I had inadvertently
become part of. The annual fly-ins,
held each year in a different corner of
Europe, along with the regular more local
gatherings, became highlights of my
calendar. Within the group, members came

and went and the ‘vibe’ was changing;
despite the annual hours dropping with
fewer members flying regularly, it was still
not ‘de-rigueur’ to take the aircraft away for
protracted periods of time. As I had by this
time (2003) bought a house in Provence,
and was often working away from home,
this seemed the time to look for an aircraft
of my own. I’d set my sights on another
Tiger, but at the time there were few good
examples available without importing from
the US, to which I wasn’t able to commit
the time and energy. I eventually stumbled
on an early Traveler, which despite the
lower performance, was of very low hours
for its age, and had just had a zero-timed
engine fitted, which despite the rather
elderly avionics, made it good value. I

Panel – ‘The panel is uncomplicated and cramped for space but the fuel cock
arrangement is eminently sensible – in full view and the lever points to the gauge for the
tank in use’

10
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ferried it home from Cambridge in July
2005, and still have it, despite assuring my
wife that ‘we’ll probably only keep it for
three years just to get sole ownership out of
my system’!
All this time, I had remained an IMC
rated pilot who liked to use my rating
whenever possible, but the idea of an IR
seemed way out of the realms of possibility,
despite secretly harbouring a yearning
to just to go for it. The glimmerings of
hope appeared in 2008 when a group
of Flyer Forum inhabitants got together
and arranged a discount on TK training
through CATS, who at the time were based
at Cranfield. This arrangement included
one day ‘cramming’ sessions held on
Saturdays. By 2010 I’d passed all but the
IFR Comms exam (deliberately left until
last to extend the three year window as long
as possible) and started to explore flying
training options. I also needed to determine
what required doing to the aeroplane if I
was to consider using it for the IR. More
of that later.
Front to back walk-around
Parked on the apron, an AA5 has a slightly
more petite presence than the equivalent
PA28 or 172, mainly due to the short
fuselage. The ‘Chipmunk’ original snub
nose easily identifies the Traveler from its
Cheetah and Tiger brothers with their more
‘Shark’ looking Lo Presti noses. This costs
the Traveler a couple of knots of airspeed,
but pays back with better access to the
engine compartment, and a tendency to run
slightly cooler. The spinner is quite large;
early spinners and supporting bulkheads
were quite flimsy; most have been replaced
over the years by the later more robust
version. The prop is a basic two blade fixed
pitch Macauley with 59 inch pitch.
Beneath the engine, the nose wheel is
fully castoring and attached to a transverse
torque-tube, running across the fuselage
just behind the firewall, via a tubular
spring steel nose leg. This latter item is the
one that is most often quoted as the weak
spot of the aircraft. Undeniably, a nosefirst arrival will result in its rapid demise
(and the clearance between prop tip and
ground is limited, particularly in the early
Travelers like mine, so a heavy flat landing
is to be avoided) but the actual risk in the
hands of most competent PPLs is in my
opinion much overstated – at the correct
airspeed (70 mph over the numbers) it is an
easy aircraft to land.
The wings are manufactured from
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Interior – ‘Somewhat cosy and whilst in
good condition for its age, the interior
could do with a refresh’
constant chord sections; each is built around
a tubular spar which plugs into a fuselage
carry-through. These two items (and the
bolts holding them in position) are the only
time-limited parts outside of the engine
bay, with bizarrely-close-but-not-thesame service lives of 12,500 hours for the
wing spars and 12,000 hours for the carry
through. Flaps are electric, and mounted on
a concentric torque tube assembly with the
ailerons, together making up the full span
of the wing. The fuel tanks are formed
within the front inboard section of each
wing; 70 litres per side and whilst there
are no tabs, dipstick access is simple and
levels measurable down to about 12 litres
per side. Trim tabs are of the simple fixed
bent metal variety.
The canopy slides rearwards; from the
wing-walks it’s a simple step down into
the front foot wells; tipping the front seats
forward provides similar easy access to the
rear seats. The aircraft can be flown with
the canopy open by about 7 inches; this is
indicated both by placards and a (nominal)
ball and spring detent system. Nice enough
in the air, at the expense of about 10 knots
of airspeed, but a godsend when faced with
a long taxi or hold on the ground on a hot
day.
Unlike the constant chord wings,
the horizontal stabiliser is tapered; the
resemblance between the top section of the
vertical fin and the stabilisers is more than
coincidental – they are actually the same
item. Whilst this may have been a neat
piece of cost engineering on American’s

CESSNA TURBO 206H

part, it did result in a slightly ineffective
elevator. This was put right on the Cheetah
and Tiger, which both benefit from a longer
constant chord stabiliser and a consequent
wider loading envelope – my Traveler is
fine for three adults or two plus two kids;
four adults requires the later models.
Inside, the cabin is more suited to the
long and thin rather than short and fat;
leg room is good for both front and rear
occupants, whilst shoulder room is a little
neat. Behind the rear seats is a 120lb
luggage area; sadly my aircraft was too
early in the series to benefit from a luggage
door, resulting in the need to manhandle
the bags over the rear seat backs, which
are low enough not to make this a real
problem. More useful, though, is the ability
to fold the rear seats hatchback style to
make a 360lb load area, the seat squab
hinging forward and upwards, and the seat
back hinging forward and downwards;
the space so created can be slept in at a
pinch, although I haven’t done it myself
(yet). Some remove the squab entirely and
benefit from a slightly lower empty weight
and a nice big luggage area.
Equipment and upgrades
The aircraft when I purchased it came
with what was laughingly called ‘airways’
avionics of 1970’s vintage, all Narco
except for the King KX175 Nav Comm.
Also present was a Century 1 wing-leveller
and two altimeters. I fairly quickly replaced
the 175 with a slide-in clone TKM Michel
to achieve FM Immunity, and the steam
ADF with a reconditioned KR87 a couple
of years later – the ADF display being a
basic manually rotated card. A couple of
years further on, the transponder went
kaput, and a Trig TT31 Mode ‘S’ went in.
By this time, doing the IR was beginning
to become a reality, so it was time for a
GNS430W, limitations in both panel height
and budget ruling out the 530W; nor could
I afford an HSI. I bought the unit myself
from Harry M. and had it shipped to Derby
for installation, where somehow I managed
to finagle approval of ‘the wire’ giving
ADS-B out capability. The next step was
replacement of the Narco DME with a King
KN64; this happened just after taking my
IR initial when the damn thing dropped out
going outbound on the NDB 20 approach
at Doncaster Robin Hood. Most recently
has been installation of a Garmin GMA340
audio panel with music feed, replacing
the previous home-brewed row of dumb
switches and markers.
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GRUMMAN AA5

small engine AA5s having just had an engine overhaul without the
STC applied - at overhaul time the only incremental cost is $500
for the STC, which is soon recouped in saved fuel. My upgrade
was not at overhaul time, but was still cost effective, as my engine
already had the choked barrels required by the STC, so the only
requirement was for new pistons, rings and piston pins.
Living with the aircraft

Engine – ‘The low cowling split line means easy access to the
engine – note the tag denoting the HC upgrade attached to the
push rod tube’
Aside from avionics, the only other significant improvement
expenditure has been on a high compression upgrade. This STC
is really worthwhile, not only does it uprate the engine from
effectively 150 to 160hp (although with a placarded 2650 rpm limit
from the standard 2700 rpm, the STC developer avoided expensive
recertification by keeping within the 5% permitted tolerance on the
original 150hp certification), but also reduces fuel consumption by
about 2.5lph at 65% power. It pains me when I hear of people with

[Type text]

Specialists in Instrument Flight Training

ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
En-Route IR
SEP & MEP Class Ratings
IR Revalidations & Renewals
PA46 Revalidations & Renewals
Modern EFIS equipped Piper fleet
EASA appoved simulator
CAA Initial IRE on staff
Location: Chester
Tel: +44 (0) 7801 145 644
Web:
12 www.jd-aviation.co.uk
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There’s not a lot to say about the operation of the aircraft, as it’s
not much more sophisticated than the average training152. The
castoring nose gear is a mixed blessing. 90 degrees of travel
either side of centre makes parking in a tight spot a breeze, as
one can drive straight in and turn the aircraft around by hand in
its own length. On the other hand, a strong cross wind on take-off
will require dabs of downwind brake to maintain the centre-line
until sufficient rudder authority is available. Ground handling is
straightforward, but pushing back on anything but the smoothest
surface is almost impossible without a tow bar.
In the air, the low panel coaming and flat cruise attitude results
in good cockpit visibility. Handling is more crisp and responsive
than the equivalent 172 or Cherokee variant. Stalls are benign with
oodles of warning from both the deafening buzzer and airflow
buffet. Any wing drop is easily corrected with ailerons remaining
effective, although stalls with a rearward C. of G. can be more
dramatic.
I normally plan VFR/casual IFR flights at 65%, giving a TAS
of around 100Kts or so; filed IFR plans will go in at 105Kts TAS;
I have a little ready reckoner made up to show IAS at various
combinations of level and OAT to achieve that. I never plan above
FL100 as climb performance is pretty feeble above that if at all
loaded so the hassle of carrying oxygen is not worth the few times
I’d use it. Having said that, at lower levels, performance with
the HC STC is acceptable and I can normally make FL80 in 12
minutes or so. I might need to employ the ‘level off and zoom’
technique to keep the temps down, particularly if climbing out
from Vinon when it’s 30 degrees C on the ground. At 65%, I’ll
generally achieve 26 to 26.5lph overall; more if in the airways
with a higher power setting. 140 litres tank capacity gives me a
nominal 5 hours or so endurance. I never plan an IFR flight of
longer than 3.5 hours giving a range of about 350 miles give or
take. Not earth shattering but as said at the very top of this article,
for me, IFR is the icing on the cheap and simple VFR cake.
I normally conduct the initial stages of instrument approaches
at cruise, and reduce speed to 95Kts/110mph IAS clean for final
approach. This is simply done by pulling the power back to
around 2100 rpm with a touch of rearward trim. If the cloud base
or visibility is likely to be close to minimums, I may slow things
down a little at the top of the approach just to give more time when
going visual to get all the flaps down and pull the speed back to
70-75mph over the numbers, with slightly less rush, although it’s
still doable at 200’ with a VFE of 104 knots. (You’ll notice my
use of both knots and mph when referring to airspeeds. The ASI
is calibrated in mph on the outer scale and knots on the inner, and
as a result it’s become my habit to use the former for the lower
critical speeds as per handbook, and knots for the cruise speeds.)
Stated demonstrated crosswind limit is a low 13 knots according
to the handbook. In reality, it will deal competently with a 20knot
crosswind in practiced hands.
As far as icing is concerned, there is not much to say. The AA5
series as a whole carries no anti- or de-icing equipment, so it is a
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Nose – ‘One look at that propeller clearance will cure flat
landings for ever’

GRUMMAN AA5

Tailplane – ‘The common provenance of the upper section of the vertical
fin and the stabilator can easily be seen. The very earliest Travelers have
the ‘kicked-up’ dorsal fin’

major constraint on serious IFR planning. In summer, particularly
on the continent, one is normally operating below the icing level
but at other times it will influence the flight profile. One thing I
have determined by judicious testing, is that in rime conditions,
the propeller will start to pick up ice quite badly even while the
airframe is still showing light accretion, the change in airspeed/
rpm ratio being quickly noticeable.
Type specific ADs are thankfully few, the most significant
being:
• An annual check for delamination of the skin bonding – normally done by tapping with a 10p piece along each of the bond
lines and listening for a change in sound. Any delamination is
treated by flush riveting the offending area.
• An annual check for aileron flutter, although there is now an
AMOC where a successful one time check of aileron profile
against a template removes the requirement.
• A 500-hour check on scoring of the plating on wing spar bolts.
This is somewhat nonsensical, as the mere act of removing the
bolts scores them; owners just resign themselves to an expensive set of bolts every 500 hours!
• A check that the ‘Carling’ panel switches are not showing
signs of overheating – replacement of any that fail is cheap and
quick.
What next?
There remain a number of improvements I’d like to make to
the aircraft. It could do with smartening up – its still essentially
carrying its original 43-year-old paint, albeit touched up here
and there – and the interior is tidy, but showing its age. A second
NavComm would be nice, but the Narco 810 is still going strong. A
fuel totaliser, preferably combined with an engine monitor, is also
high on the list, along with a couple of other minor improvements.
There is an ‘add-on’ STC for a Sensenich prop available for those
with the HC STC. Thanks to a more efficient tip design this adds
a few knots in the cruise whilst retaining the take-off and climb
performance - one to bear in mind should my Macauley fail the next
six-year inspection. As is always the case with aeroplanes, once

one adds up the cost of the nice to haves, one is inevitably drawn
to the same conclusions – how much more unrecoverable cost do
I sink into it, and would I be better off selling it and spending the
money on something which has the fit and performance I’d ideally
like. I only have limited funds, so a better aircraft shared with one
or two others would seem to be the answer. Unfortunately, pilots
interested in IFR are few and far between in my neck of the woods,
so I guess I’ll just bumble on with the Traveler, happy that it’s a
lovely little aircraft to fly, and secretly knowing that even if I were
to spend £100k on a nicely equipped Mooney, I’d soon be wishing
I could move up to a PA46…
Training for the IR
In 2011, I did the IR flying training in the AA5 at Central Flight
Training at Tatenhill. This non-ATC airfield is located in the centre
of the UK, outside of controlled airspace, but within easy reach of a
number of larger airports for approach training. Like many others,
I’d wanted to train in my own aircraft, not as a cost saving measure
per se, but because it made sense to learn in a basic machine if
that was what I would be flying immediately afterwards, at least
initially. It was an interesting experience, in more ways than one,
and full credit to CFT for their flexibility in accommodating me. I
did it full time on weekdays over five weeks, during which we lost
about seven days due to suffering from a cold, weather (operating
to ATO procedures meant observing the rather low demonstrated
crosswind limit; the runway at Tatenhill is 08/26 and we went
through a period of sporadic days of strong southerlies) and getting
a 50 hour check organised. Although staffed by experienced
instructors who had worked as a team in prior organisations, the
school had only just opened for business and I was their first IR
candidate. It took longer than syllabus hours due in no small part
to the aircraft’s slow airspeed – a detail that might take under two
hours in an Arrow might take closer to 2.5 in mine.
In summary, though, I had no regrets about using the AA5,
the sense of achievement was magnified by doing it in such an
unsophisticated machine. The emphasis placed by CFT on training
me as much for real-world IFR flying as passing the initial test,
combined with being completely at ease with the machine, meant I
was confident to launch on IFR trips abroad straight after gaining
the rating.
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FORUM ROUNDUP

Forum Roundup
by Anthony Bowles

O

ne of our frequent posting
members made a plea recently
for more members to keep the
‘Airfield Notes’ up to date,
even if the entry is simply
‘no significant change’. For some pilots,
like me, where the mysteries of EASA
and FAA licensing differences are more
theoretical than practical, this section of
the Forum tends to be the one that I look
at first and certainly use in anger more and
I strongly endorse Vasa Babic’s request.
This is an immensely useful part of the
Forum; airfield requirements and facilities
do change on a regular basis and even
though much of the airfield information
may be available elsewhere, handy user
tips are not so easily to be found. Judging
by the number of posts since, members are
responding well to Vasa’s request.
This IP’s award for the most meritorious
recent entry must go to Trevor Laundy with
his visit to NZXX with pictures to prove it!

I suspect it may be a while before someone
adds a ‘no significant change’ to this
airfield. Trevor has since returned home
to Blighty.
The ‘General Discussion’ part of the
forum remains the more active with a wide
variety of subjects covered. Apart from the
sort of licensing questions I mention above,
which are crucially important for some of
our membership, this section is a mine for
handy practical information. For example,
how to make the best use of radar- if you
are flying an aircraft with this equipment,
how to pay small € invoices sent to UK
addresses without incurring disproportiate
bank charges and how your iPad can be
your saviour if all electrics fail at night.
Routing engines are becoming a
favourite topic; which works best? The
answer seems to be that no single router
tool is uniformly better than any others but
what is universally agreed (sadly) is that for
any moderately long flight within Europe,

especially one crossing German airspace,
using a router tool is all but essential to get
a CMFU acceptable flight plan.
Flight within the London TMA and
related topics come up on a regular basis;
the old favourite ‘Dumped at Detling’ issue
has been superseded by more challenging
questions as to the continuing use of this
airspace in the medium term by GA aircraft
without the requisite PBN equipment, and
on the more mundane level, what are the
best routes for east/west or north/south
transits.
There have been around 200 posts in
the last three months; some generate just
a few responses but many generate several
pages so there is a fair amount of reading
out there to catch up on if you should ever
have a dull moment.
Anthony Bowles

Members’ Advertisments
PA34 Seneca II Turbo Shares Available
•
•
•
•

Hangared & Maintained at Liverpool.
Full IFR Airways and de-ice equipped.
Excellent go-places machine with 160kts cruise.
Garmin GNS430, GTX330 Mode S, HSI, RMI,
Autopilot.
• Friendly well run group with online booking and
24hr access.
• £3000 for 5% share, £200 per/month and £288
per/hour incl. VAT and fuel.
Contact Andy +44 7802 972221 or email
shares@gfey.co.uk

IFR Equipped Mooney Ovation For Sale
G-JAKI, 1995 M20R, 1400h TT, 85h SMOH, 180kts,
280hp TCM IO-550-G, speed brakes, full IFR panel
with Garmin 530, Sandel 3308 EFIS, KFC-150 flight
director, KX-165, KN-62A DME, KR-87 ADF, KT73 mode S transponder. Insight GEM-602 engine
monitor, Insight SF-2000 Strikefinder, Shadin fuel
computer, electric standby vacuum pump, wingtip
recognition lights. Fresh annual May 2015.
Contact David Abrahamson +353 1 896 1716 or
email david@cs.tcd.ie
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APPROACH CHART QUIZ

Approach Chart Quiz

A

by Graham Whittle
Harrogate
fter a lovely weekend in Harrogate you are flying home from Leeds Bradford Airport. Your aircraft is parked at Multiflight
on the south side.
Before going to the aircraft you brief yourself for the flight. You have already filed a flight plan and this starts at POL
(Pole Hill VOR). The airways flight and the landing are not a problem; it is the departure from this unfamiliar aerodrome
that needs consideration. The weather is OK with the wind in the NW.

Looking at the plate here are some questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Who do you contact to request start and get a clearance?
What is the likely clearance instruction?
On first contact with Leeds Radar or Scottish Control what should you say?
What level do you need be by POL D10?
a)
Not above Altitude 3500ft
b)
Flight Level 035
c)
Altitude 3500ft or higher
5. What level do you need to arrive at NELSA?
a)
Flight level 070
b)
Flight Level 070 or higher
c)
We do not need to bother about it, our flight plan includes POL, Scottish Control will have given us a vector before getting
to NELSA
Answers on page 20.
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WHISKEY TOUR

Whiskey Tour
by Wolfgang Schütz and Bernd Clemens
Editor: This is a translation provided by the authors from their original article written in the German language of their trip last summer to the
UK flown in their Diamond Star DA40-TDI. For members fluent in German, the orginal article can be found on the Forum under Articles in the
‘Content’ frame.

“Going to England, don´t forget the umbrella”…has been said and “Scotland is a green country” and there are
several reasons. In the midst of July and in Germany the heat was aweful, Shetland Isles reported 10 degrees C,
so we stowed some warm outfits into the baggage-compartment of our bird.

W

e started in Schönhagen EDAZ, now we have to
use that airport after closure of Berlin-Tempelhof
a few years ago, a stupid political decision.
Our flight first goes to the isle of Borkum in
the North Sea to have a coffee and filling up our
DA40 with Jet-A1. Next stop was Bournemouth but we had to
cross a front-line first, IFR no problem; at FL100 the temperature
was 2 degrees. In Bournemouth we had to do some “paper-work”
because we had forgotten to fill out the “General Aviation Report”.
Kindly folks helped us to fill out, so British Government was
content. Our plan for the next was traveling along the southern
coast to see from overhead some scenic places and our final goal
was the Scilly Islands.
Unfortunately, the weather was not that good. A large front
coming from the west forced us to change our plan and so we
decided to fly direct northbound over the English landscape to
Edinburgh in VFR conditions, really great. The routing direct
northbound was very pleasant, the English controllers, very
friendly people .. after getting in contact one after the other,
we often heard: “Please pass your message”, they advised us to
circumnavigate restriction-areas etc. a real comfortable flight at
low altitude, we admired the English landscape with all these little
towns and castles.
Reaching Edinburgh, a big surprise was that officials refused
our wish to land there, because we didn´t have make a PPRrequest, so we first landed at a little airport north of the Firth of
Forth, called FIFE (EGPJ). First, we considered to stay there,
looking for a kind of hotel but we had no chance, a music-festival
there… no vacancy. So, we made it over the Firth of Forth to the

Wolfgang and Bernd in their DA40
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main Edinburgh Airport touching down on runway 24, expecting
a handling bill at an amount of £250 and so it was, for sure a good
bargain for the British money-government. For this reason, I never
would recommend this airport. Anyway, a gentleman named Bill,
from the handling-agent named “Signature” was very friendly and
helpful, he recommended us the DAKOTA-Hotel, a top modern
hotel. There we watched TV to see the winning of German
worldcup football-victory. Nearly everybody congratulated that
the German team had won…not the gauchos… we only could
guess (Falklands?) the reason.
For culture and whisky, Edinburgh is really a interesting town.
One whole day we made it there, a circle-bus-tour on top of an
open bus and a lot of sunshine. On nearly every scenic corner we
admired the bagpipers, for our ears a little bit annoying. At the end
of the day we sipped some whiskies – without ice – for sure.
Our next destination: Shetland Isles. We made it VFR, the
weather was great but it was a long ride over open water, FL 100
was a good decision. Because the hills of Grampian Mountains
were in clouds we made it a little bit to the east then direct to
Wick. There is a variety of little isles to see, the Orkney Islands,
our destination was Sumburgh airport. All that in best VFR
conditions. And for the IFR approaches…have a sharp look to
the approach-plate, there is an offset-localizer in Sumburgh. A
shuttle-bus from the nearest hotel picked us to get there. An old
but comfortable clean and simple hotel that was built in 1867
and looked like a little fortress. The temperature was around 17
degrees and so we made a walk to the southern cliffs, saying hello
to sheeps and ponies grazing on the field and then we reached the
“Seabird Monitoring at Sumburgh Head”. There was gaggling and
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fluttering around us, especially the funny
looking birds with the red feet and funny
faces, looking similar like a parrot, amused
us. These birds really have their own style
to fly, reminded us a litte bit flying like a
hummingbird.
After having fine fishfood (what else?)
at the hotel at Sumburgh, we made it to
the airport next morning. The weather
was IFR, it cleared up later so we also
could admire the very scenic landscape.
Reaching Inverness following the Scottish
highland and along the lake-chain. We
intended to say hello to Nessie but …
no Nessie, perhaps it just retired on the
ground of that loch. Our destination was
Oban. We got a recommendation from a
guy from you at the fair in Friedrichshafen.
Really a very nice place with a very good
fish-restaurant next to the little harbour.
Queen Victoria, it has been told, once said:
“One of the finest spots I have seen” … she
was right. My cash was nearly down and so
I got some money – Scottish money! – out

of the cashpoint from Scottish Bank.
So, we hoped to have the chance to
travel along the west-coast the next day in
VFR conditions. No chance. We made our
take off in heavy rain and climbed to F100
and our bird got a perment washup even up
there. When reaching the area of Cardiff,
sunshine awaited us. We landed at Exeter
after executing some kind of go-arounds
advised from Approach-Control and let the
autopilot doing the intercept and following
the localizer down to the touchdown on the
runway. Fine job.
We parked our bird on a tower-advised
place, filled it up with Jet-A1 again and
than to a good hotel downtown Exeter.
The next day we made it relaxing, best
weather and we intended to go by train to
the southern coast. I tried to buy a ticket
at the railway-station – with my Scottish
pounds! – no chance, the ticket – machine
refused my money, so we must learn
later on in the very nice town of Dawlish
that some shops also refused that kind of

money? They sent me to the post – office
and there I got the change in British Pounds.
Scottish Pounds in England, seems to be a
kind of foreign currency. [Editor: While
railway ticket machines in England refuse
Scottish money, ticket offices will always
accept it.] Anyway, it was a nice trip. We
crossed the water by ferry to the opposite
side and there we had a light meal sitting in
the sun. We had to fight against some big
doves which always tried to steal our food
from the dish. Exeter is really a nice place.
It´s a must to visit the cathedral.
Coming back to the airport, we
experienced a kind of surprise because
it was told, that we have to pay a fine of
£250 because our aircraft had “leaked”
and the surface under the left wing was
soiled with Jet-A1 dropping down. So it
was and the reason was, that the parkingplace the tower advised us was not straight
and level and therefore our plane stood
inclined. Ok, they accepted that, no fine.
Flying back we had to make it IFR again
but for some reason, Brussels refused
permanently our flightplan. Reason for
that… no 8.33 separation. In my opinion
they were wrong, because below FL 195
the 8.33 separation is not mandatory. For
those interested guys having a G1000 in
the cockpit: you can change the frequencyband I discovered later. So we made it –
advise from Brussels – VFR. and climbed
immediately on top, the friendly controller
made a “deconfliction service” for us. Our
next stop in brillant weather was Calais,
where we had an overnight and next day
we made it back to Germany along the
coast at a low level. Also a really scenic
flight along France, Belgium, Netherlands,
etc.
In all, Britain was a very nice
experience. Friendly folks all over, the
main amusement for the British seemed
to be, that Germany had won the fooballchampionship and NOT the
gauchos….

Sumburgh

Fair Isle

Wick

The Great Glen
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SPRING MEETING

PPL/IR Europe Spring Meeting
Saturday 9th May 2015

B

by Alan South and John Shannon

y 10am on a bright spring morning at the executive terminal at Coventry Airport there was already
a buzz, with old friends telling stories over a coffee. With close to 90 visitors expected, there was a
steady stream of arrivals not just from the UK but also from Germany, France, the Netherlands and
Switzerland.
As well as PPL/IR Europe members, there were also some high profile visitors, including Dominique
Roland, GA champion at EASA and Tony Rapson, head of the GA unit at the CAA. This was the place to be with an
inspiring aviation conference for serious private pilots about to begin.
Work with EASA
Julian Scarfe (PPL/IR Europe Executive)
started with a presentation delivered jointly
with Dominique Roland (EASA) to great
effect. There was a real sense of positive
change and it was remarkable to see the
scope and the degree of influence that PPL/
IR Europe now has. This reflects on the
work of our organisation over many years,
started by Roger Dunn (who joined us for
the day) and Paul Draper. Today, much of
the organisation’s influence is directly the
result of work of volunteers who put time
and effort into a constructive partnership
with regulators like EASA and the national
aviation authorities.
We were reminded that our strong
working relationship with EASA comes
via our membership of Europe Air Sports.
EAS covers everything from model aircraft
to foot launched paragliders to privately
owned turbine aircraft.

Julian Scarfe
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are fully resolved, some partly resolved,
and some not started. Mostly, the issues
succumb to time, pressure and hard work.
But there are a very few hard blocks.
If you have to change the implementing
rule – and it is good news that we are able
to influence changing the rules – there is
no choice but to follow the rulemaking
process and this takes time.
Highlights of some of the projects:1.

Audience listening intently
Dominque was introduced as the “GA
champion” at EASA, and he leaves the
impression of being first a pilot, then a
civil servant. He flies a turbo Arrow out
of Bonn Hangelar and is instrument rated.
He used to be a test pilot for CAP and now
reports to Patrick Ky, the executive director
of EASA.
EASA are highly conscious of a decline
of GA activity in Europe and a project has
been underway for some time to reverse
this decline. Patrick Ky was unhappy with
project progress and asked Dominique to
join EASA and the project called the GA
roadmap.
The project chose to focus first on the
low end of GA where the impact was seen
as the most detrimental. A core principle
is to apply an approach to ensure a safety
level appropriate for a leisure activity such
as motorcycling, and that an approach
correct for Thalys or Airbus must not be
assumed as right for light general aviation.
At the end of 2012 Europe Air Sports
identified 27 issues to be dealt with. Some

2.

Basic regulation set to change mid
2017 and to remove some elements
that are giving real problems to GA,
the definition of “complex aircraft”
for example.
IFR flying. Note – this project is not
about the instrument rating but about
instrument flying. Patrick Ky wants a
fresh view to cover airspace, training,
equipment, technology. A task force
has been created and the impact on

Dominique Roland
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PPL/IR Europe could be huge. We currently have 5% private
IFR pilots and need 50%.
3. Training outside ATO. Concept paper due now; to enter into
force in 2018.
4. Part-M light. Simplify maintenance regulation with a more
proportionate approach. Organisation approval does not
work with a two person firm and responsibility needs to rest
with a single engineer. The process has started with ELA 1
and is now moving to ELA 2. Dominique is looking to Part
M light being 15 pages long and all you need for sub 2t
aircraft.
5. Technology. CS-STAN provides a ‘recipe book’ of standard
changes that can be applied without any requirement for
authority or EASA approval. The plan is to get started with
small changes, and then expand the application. The goal is
to make it possible for an engineer to sign off changes and
to reduce the burden on the owner. Apparently, the FAA are
watching with interest.
6. Simpler certification of new products. Simpler airworthiness
system to allow SME aircraft manufacturer a more
proportionate entry to the market.
7. Industry standards. Totally update CS-23 to be on a common
certification basis with the FAA with no further duplication,
and technical requirements that are based on industry
standards, not EU regulation.
8. Operations. There are currently 2142 pages of rules. Goal is
to eliminate operational regulation wherever possible.
9. Automatic approval foreign STC. Dominique is working on
automatic EASA approval of FAA STC for sub 2t aircraft.
Project has run into difficulties, but Dominique is reopening
proceedings.
10. Balanced approach to risk management. Introduction of
a risk based approach where a new regulation cannot be [Type text]
introduced unless it demonstrably reduces risk.
11. GA data intelligence. There is no consolidated database in
Europe with information on hours, accidents, registrations
etc. This information is needed to show impact of any
change on safety.
In summary, our work with both EASA and the Commission
now feels like a constructive partnership. Work is underway on
many different fronts, with much progressing according to plan.
Julian thanked us all for our support and patience.

Round Africa in a PA-28
PPL/IR Europe member Sjoerd-Jan ter Welle from Lelystad in the
Netherlands gave a brilliant and entertaining account of the flying
trip of a lifetime.
Sjoerd-Jan met a friend, with whom he had not flown with
before, who proposed “let’s just fly round Africa”. The whole
trip was arranged in a month, and started off browsing the Lonely
Planet guide to Africa.
Early on in planning, the decision was made to see Africa, not
runways and this led to the choice of aircraft. One possibility was
Sjoerd-Jan’s IFR SR22T. The other was a PA-28 Archer III with a
mogas engine conversion, which became the obvious choice – and
its ability to use mogas proved valuable many times over the trip.
There was much serious planning done in the month before
the trip. Spares, medical equipment and survival supplies were
loaded on board. There was a full time support person back in the

EASA TBM Class Rating
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ICAO Licence & Rating Conversions
En-Route IR
FAA Training
ICAO to EASA IR Conversions
Competency Based IR
Safety Pilot
Bespoke training in high performance aeroplanes
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Some of the amazing stories we
heard:
•

Arriving at a prohibited
military airport in Mauritania only to find that the local
(Dutch) fixer wasn’t there
on time – all sorted out in
the end.

•

Flying low level down the
Gabon beaches looking for
swimming elephants, where
low level means 50 ft amsl.

•

Being asked to pay US$6000
for 200 litres of avgas in
Angola, then complaining to
the right person who sent 18
armed guards to assist with
negotiating a better deal.

Sjoerd-Jan ter Welle
Netherlands and daily tracking by
satellite.
Another part of the adventurers’
approach was always to combine
activities other than flying in every
country visited, such as scuba and
wildlife watching.

“let’s just fly round Africa”
•

18 hours airborne in one day from Angola
down to South Africa.

•

Endless tales of refuelling via hand pumps
through a filter and of ferrying mogas
from the local petrol station.

•

Being surrounded by armed rebels in
Juba, South Sudan and getting permission
to fly high enough to be out of the range
of an AK-47.

This was a well executed trip. However, there
was an overriding sense that planning for
everything in Africa was simply not possible and that a can-do and
adaptive approach by the crew had filled the gaps.
Perhaps most importantly, Sjoerd-Jan emphasised throughout
just how much the people met en route had been friendly,
welcoming and a big part of making it all work.

Alan South

Sjoerd-Jan ter Welle’s 180HP Piper Archer 3

Answers to Quiz on page 15:
1
2
3
4
5
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Satellite Navigation: Where is it
taking us now?
After a really cracking morning, David
Last had the unenviable task of the after
lunch presentation on GNSS. Luckily, as
a university Professor, David has a lot
of experience in keeping the attention of
snoozing students and he used those skills
to the full. He is also able to talk about
a highly technical subject in a simple
and lucid way. David is a distinguished
Professor of Navigation, a PPL/IR Europe
member since its inception, has owned a
Robin DR 400 for 34 years and has held an
IR since 1983.
David started his talk with some
background GPS facts. The standard
current GPS chip, used in everything
from Garmin GTN750 receiver to iPhone,
costs about €2. There are over 2 billion
GPS users worldwide. Aviation represents
about 1% of GPS users and is a reducing
proportion. The idea of using satellites to
provide accurate navigation was cooked
up by a group of very clever US military
engineering officers in 1972. GPS’s original
purpose was military and the intention was
to keep it secret. The shooting down of the
1983 Korean Airlines flight 007 was the
catalyst for making GPS available for civil
use, and in 2001 the most accurate form of
GPS, previously restricted to the military,
was opened up to all. So far so reassuring.
David then went into a sobering analysis
of why GPS is vulnerable to various forms
of threat. While the GPS system has proven
to be very reliable, it has had its technical
problems. On1st January 2004, one satellite
failed, causing widespread temporary
problems. On 4th of April 2007, solar flares
caused so much radio interference that GPS
usage was interrupted. The latter problem is
the more serious and it highlights perhaps
the major weakness of the GPS system; it
uses very weak radio signals that can suffer
from atmospheric interference or jamming.
Cheap GPS jammers are available on the
internet and are used by lorry drivers who
want to interfere with their company GPS
tracking monitors. Such jammers can
disrupt GPS in a local area and make a
GPS approach unavailable. A recent survey
of the road passing at the end of runway
02 at Southampton detected 100- 200 lorry
GPS jammers a month and the numbers of
jammers are increasing.
Considerable research is being done into
this problem. Such tests are NOTAMed
and pilots should expect either no GPS
or reduced GPS during such tests in the

NOTAMed area, which can extend to a
hundred miles in diameter. Another, more
insidious, danger is GPS spoofing, which
subtly modifies the local GPS signal. This
has been used by military organisations to
divert drones. David pointed out that few
Governments wanted to spend money on
back up alternatives to GPS – such as eLoran
- but instead are busily decommissioning
legacy VORs and NDBs. The next systems
to go will be some ILSs. DME’s, which are
low cost and low maintenance, are likely to
last longest in use.
David added that the new constellations,
such as GLONASS and Galileo (which is
years behind schedule) and SBAS satellite
systems do not address the low signal
strength vulnerability as they are all
interoperable on the same technology.

GNS approaches: How prepared
are you?

Timothy Nathan is the joint editor of
PPL/IR’s PBN Manual (the update to Vasa
Babic’s ground breaking book on RNAV)
and is a Flight Instructor.
Timothy prefaced his talk by saying that
no doubt all the PPL/IR Europe audience
would know the subject matter of what he
was going to talk about. His purpose was
to cover the 3⁄4hr presentation that he made
a few times at the recent Friedrichshafen
AeroExpo in Germany but do it in 1⁄2hr. All
the topics Timothy covered in his talk can
be found in the new PBN manual, which
can be downloaded free from the PPL/IR
Europe web site or purchased in book form
from the PPL/IR shop.
From the late 1950s to the mid 1990s,
aviation navigation systems had been stable
and on the whole changed little. Navigation
receivers all worked the same way, no
matter who was the manufacturer. With
the advent of GPS and the integration of
navigation computers and databases into
GPS receivers, this is no longer true. Pilots
need to thoroughly familiarise themselves
with how to operate the GPS receiver in the
aircraft they are going to fly (for example,
how does one activate an approach and
what does ‘Activate’ mean in detail); it is
not good to find out you do not know how
to do something in the middle of making a
GPS approach in IMC!
The ICAO wants an approach with
vertical guidance (APV) on every instrument
approach runway handling aircraft greater
than 5700kgs by 2016. This is quite clearly
overambitious but EASA have set a more
achievable target in Europe of an APV on
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all runways with currently a non-precision
approach by 2024. After a very slow start
(in comparison with North America), the
momentum behind implementing GPS
approaches is gathering speed. This will be
helped by the favourable cost comparison
between an ILS (£1m to install plus £30k or
more per annum to maintain and calibrate)
and an APV approach (approx. £30k - £50k
to commission and little maintenance).
GPS based APV approaches will soon be
widespread. IFR pilots must be able to use
them.
Timothy briefly introduced the concepts
behind Performance Based Navigation. (See
page 10 in the PBN Manual). He pointed
out that PBN is a standard that covers:
• The aircraft navigational system: GPS
approaches must be authorised in the
Airplane Flight Manual or equivalent
official documentation.
• The pilot: by 2018, the European based
IFR pilot must have passed a flight proficiency test for GPS approaches and,
according to present draft rules, have
passed an approved written theoretical
knowledge test in PBN.
• The airport approach; it should be an
approved GPS approach.
• The airspace in which the approach is
situated – ATC, radar services, etc.
(See also PBN Manual page 138)
Timothy reviewed RAIM, SBAS (See
page 61 and 64 in the PBN Manual) and
discussed LNAV, LNAV+V, LNAV/VNAV
and LPV approaches. (See the PBN
Manual for a full description of these
approaches.) Julian Scarfe clarified that,
while in principle, LNAV+V and SBAS
based LNAV/VNAV are available, they
only show up on the GPS receiver if coded
in the database to be usable. The CAA has
still to approve SBAS based LNAV/VNAV
approaches in the UK and a number of
LNAV approaches have still to be enabled
by the CAA for LNAV+V.
LNAV, LNAV+V and LNAV/VNAV
have a linear based localiser indication,
which is only accurate to 0.3 of a nautical
mile. This explains why the minima for
LNAV and LNAV/VNAV are considerably
higher than that for LPV, which has an
angular based localiser to broadly ILS
accuracy standards. By the way, GPS
approaches are now classified as ‘RNP
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APPCH’, short for Required Navigation
Performance Approaches.
Timothy’s
presentations
at
Friedrichshafen were useful in showing
to the private IFR pilot one aspect of
what PPL/IR Europe can offer in the way
of support. He mentioned that, during
Friedrichshafen, an Approved Training
Organisation
expressed
interest
in
developing a joint online approved PBN
course that would satisfy the proposed
EASA requirement for all European based
IFR pilots to take a theoretical knowledge
course and test in PBN concepts by 2018, if
they wanted to continue to fly IFR.
I went to one of Timothy’s
Friedrichshafen presentations and I can
confirm that they encouraged considerable
audience participation – some very
knowledgeable and some which showed
that there are many pilots who have a very
limited theoretical, let alone practical, idea
of PBN and GPS approaches. I suspect
that most of the PPL/IR Europe audience
will have found Timothy’s presentation
both interesting and a good refresher on a
subject which is ever changing. Most of the
audience will have encountered at least one
or two points that they either did not know
about or did not fully understand.
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Approach Plates; Crowd sourcing
Nick Gribble is a professional helicopter
pilot (ex Fleet Air Arm), an approved
Instrument Approach Designer/Surveyor
and runs gCAP which provides Category
A approach plates (mostly in the UK) for
helicopters and Category A aircraft. Nick
said that he wanted to float some ideas as
to how to further develop gCAP.
At present gCAP has one full time
employee who prepares approach plates
based on the AIP. It has three part time
auditors who check the approach plates for
accuracy and presentation. Its main market
is for commercial helicopters and operators
of category A light aircraft.
He asked the audience how many of
the audience used gCAP – a number raised
their hands. He asked how many were
dissatisfied with Jeppesen; a large number
of hands were raised but it became clear
that the principle objection was to the high
price of the Jeppesen product, rather than
its quality.
Nick is exploring a number of
alternatives for expanding the capabilities
of gCAP:
• Expand the coverage of the approach
plates to northern Europe and include

STARS and SIDS. This would require
another two or three preparers of
approach plates and further auditors.
• Develop new software to allow the
more efficient preparation of plates (He
presently uses Microsoft Publisher.)
• Develop software that could create an
easily used database of plates for iPads
etc.
To do the above, Nick needs to find
more resources - both financial and human.
He mentioned crowd-funding to allow him
to increase his staff and thereby his output,
but he emphasised more crowd-sourcing,
whereby a select group are trained to
produce plates, which his employees would
audit.
There was some interest in this idea
and Achim Hasenmueller, the developer
of AutoRouter, suggested that it would be
worth developing the underlying software
to produce more digitised and therefore
more flexible results. He asked that
members of the PPL/IR Europe audience
contact him with suggestions and, if
applicable, show their interest in crowdfunding and/or crowd-sourcing.
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Annual General Meeting
The formal AGM then took place, which
brought the afternoon proceedings to a
conclusion. (Ian Chandler, the Treasurer,
who was in hospital at the time of the
meeting, sent his apologies for his
absence.) The Financial Statements have
been available for members to inspect
on line for some time. Paul Sherry, the
Chairman, asked the meeting attendees
whether there were any questions with
respect to the Financial Statements.
There were none and so it was resolved to
approve the accounts.
Jim Thorpe resigned as a Director and
the Chairman, on behalf of the Directors
thanked Jim for his great contribution over
many years. Jim will continue to help PPL/
IR Europe in representing the organisation
with either the CAA or EASA. At present
he is helping to update the ATPL TK
knowledge bank questions.
Chairman’s Report
Paul began by reading out a letter highly
critical of PPL/IR Europe from a member
who said he was not going to renew his
membership. The principle reason that he
gave was ‘..You have effectively stitched
up the rest of General Aviation Pilots by
imposing through EASA an unobtainable
IR - involving a lot of hassle and cost to
get the qualification….I understand there
is a move afoot in Europe to adopt the
UK IMC rating which PPL/IR Europe
tried to close down by not giving it much
support…’
Paul was able to report a happy outcome.
After a long response to the member, Paul
was able to put the record straight and the
member has now renewed his membership!
But the letter does bring home that PPL/IR
Europe has to continually ensure that the
membership fee is good value for the
members and that the limited resources
that it creates are wisely spent.
Paul outlined some of the highlights of
PPL/IR Europe’s year.
Attendance at Aero Expos
• We had a booth at Friedrichshafen
manned by six members and Timothy
Nathan gave a number of Seminars.
• We had a booth at Aero Expo Sywell
2014 manned by six members.
• Why attend Aero Expos, especially
Friedrichshafen? Attendance gives us
credibility as a European organisation,

helps our membership drive and is good
for networking.
Meetings, trips and education
• PPL/IR Europe held a number of
seminars for members during the year
including on weather and single pilot
cockpit resource management.
• In late June 2015 we are planning a joint
training session with RocketRoute,
details to follow.
• On September 19th we are holding a
second Crew resource management
course.
• PPL/IR Europe organised a number of
flying trips for members
• A group of PPL/IR Europe members
have a trip planned to fly to Mannheim/
Heidelburg on the 12th to the 14th of
June 2015.
Magazine and Web site
• Bi-monthly copies of Instrument Pilot
have been published through the year newly updated with more colour photos,
etc.
• The PPL/IR Europe web site and forum
is very active and is in the process of
being updated to new underlying software.
Training and support material
The highlight of the year is the publishing
of the PBN Manual, which is a very
extensive update of Vasa Babic’s 2008
RNAV Manual. This is available free for
download or in book form can be ordered
from the PPL/IR online book store.
Regulatory Activity
Perhaps the most important work that
PPL/IR Europe do is to provide support to
EASA and National Aviation Authorities
with regulatory matters concerning General
Aviation and instrument flying in particular.
Paul quoted Aaron Sorkin, the Oscar
winning producer. ‘Decisions are made
by those who show up.’ PPL/IR Europe
representatives show up! Paul included a
few slides to give an indication of the wide
scope of our involvement, summarised as
follows:
• PPL/IR Europe’s European regulatory
involvement with the European Com-
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mission over the past year included the
Bilateral Aviation SafetyAgreement and
Transponder and ADS-B Workshops;
involvement with EASA included the
GA Task Force, GA Sub-SSCC, Rome
GA Safety Conference, PBN Rule
Making Task (RMT), Fuel Policy RMT,
Industry experts on EASA TAWS RMT
and EASA Flight Data Recorder and the
Importation of foreign aircraft RMT.
• In terms of the UK, PPL/IR Europe’s
involvement included the GA Partnership, NATMAC, Airpspace infringement working group, FASIIG, FASVIG
(VFR), Transition altitude workshop,
CAP1122 working group, GA Alliance, GASCo, AOPA (liaison), NATS
London airspace workshop, Farnborough airspace consultation and UK
Border Force - GA representation.
• PPL/IR Europe has been involved in
GNSS approaches, specifically the
Working Group for Fix Substitution,
obtained €30k GSA grant and supported applications for LPV approaches
into EGCJ, EGPT and EGTB and is also
in the process of obtaining a retrospective AML STC for Garmin GNSx30W.
PPL/IR Europe has also produces a
PBN book.
The fact that, in the audience at
the meeting, was EASA’s most senior
official concerned with General Aviation,
Dominique Roland and the head of the
UK CAA’s General Aviation Unit, Tony
Rapson, demonstrates that PPL/IR Europe’s
contribution to European General Aviation
Regulatory developments is considered to
be of the very highest quality.
Paul makes a convincing case that the
PPL/IR Europe membership fee of £75 is
good value (!) and ended by lising future
projects including:
• Developing a partnership with an Aviation Training Organisation to deliver
approved IFR related training.
• Working with EASA to improve accessibility for a European IFR/IMC qualification.
• Working with AOPA to put in a joint bid
for GSA funding to improve accessibility to GNSS approaches.

John Shannon
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Humbugs

W

e need to think seriously
about humbugs. Yes those
wrapped mints. This came
to me while sitting in a
conference where they had
provided small bowls of mints on the desks
in front of the participants. I was just about
to lean forward and take one when a warning
bell rang loud. It might be dangerous. Even
unwrapping it might hold hidden perils.
After all I had received no training. There
was no written procedure. I needed to think
about this.
Hastily withdrawing my hand from the bowl
of mints I scribbled a list of the hazards that
mint eating might pose:
• Allergies
• Choking
• Health issue
• Unwrapping procedures
• Eating procedures
• Consumers lack of experience
Was there no end to the risks I had
nearly exposed myself to? I had unearthed
a scandal. Something must be done. More
fearsome hazards raced through my mind.
What about:
• Non standard eating methods
• Impact on related sweets
• Addiction
• Written eating procedures
• Validation of and compliance for the
procedures
• Record keeping
• Expert advice
• Validating the experts
Perhaps a new regulatory agency would
be needed. Agencies need staff. Staff
needs management. Management needs
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by Jim Thorpe
consultants. Consultants need to have their
expertise validated.
I can imagine the average reader’s
response. What is this guy on? Ludicrous,
exaggerated, everyone knows how to eat
mints and have been doing it for years. Its
far-fetched. There simply isn’t a problem.
No one could do this sort of thing in the
real world.
Oh yes they can! We will consider the
ATO approval process soon but let’s stay
with mints for a little while longer. Sadly
this bizarre humbug logic mirrors the real
world in aviation and beyond. An event
prompts someone to think that regulation is
the answer and a structure forms. Perhaps
gradually, perhaps with frightening speed,
it builds an internal logic that does not
demand external empirical validation.
A child chokes on some chewing
gum. The bereaved parents and the local
politicians start saying in the press that ‘this
must not happen again’. There is a very old
legal adage that hard cases make bad law. It
is still true! We seem incapable of accepting
that, to some degree, stuff happens and
always will. Assume for a moment there
was a proven need to regulate chewing gum.
Significant numbers of children had choked
to death. Chewing gum is minty but there
are defining characteristics of chewing gum
that make the extension to mints entirely
inappropriate. This does not stop mints
being drawn into the regulating frenzy.
Research is undertaken. There are scoping
surveys and gap analysis. Mission creep
takes hold and futile, purposeless regulation
spreads its sticky tentacles ever further.
It becomes an established incontestable
truth that chewing gum is dangerous.
Chewing gum is a sort of minty sweet so
all mints must be dangerous. All cows are
animals so all animals are cows logic takes
hold. It may be even more disingenuous.
Maybe the significant defining characteristic
that is arguably dangerous is not mintyness
but chewiness but even so chewy fruit
sweets do not fall within the scope. Perhaps
the political lobbyists of the chewy fruit
sweet association are more effective than
those of the humbug trade association.
Time passes and strengthens the
internalised validation system. The
regulators don’t just lose sight of the
starting point; they simply cannot bring

themselves to consider it. The effect on their
self esteem would be too painful. This is not
at all far fetched. There is much evidence
from religious cults who manage not only
to survive but even be strengthened when
their long predicted end of the world day
passes uneventfully. They have invested
so much of themselves in a mistaken
belief that they are able to incorporate
hugely contradictory evidence into their
belief system. Evidence that mints eaten in
moderation by consenting adults who have
eaten wrapped sweets hundreds of times
before without any issue is simply blanked
out. There was no problem. There is no
problem. Unfortunately that is not the world
when looked at from another perspective.
The non-essential minty foodstuff consumer
safety regulatory body is now the reality.
The monster has been created and has
become its own problem.
Now let us think about the process of
training private pilots to fly IFR in this
framework. In the past in Europe, and still
today in the USA, training was largely
unregulated. Instructors and examiners were
qualified. There was an agreed syllabus and
testing structure. That’s all that was needed
and it worked.
It is accepted by EASA and most NAA’s
that the current European GA accident level
is pretty much in line with the developed
world average. It is quite low and has been
much the same for decades. Eliminate
gliders circling in close proximity,
aerobatics and formation flying from the
statistics. Remove pilots who seem to have
a death wish so profound that no regulation
would ever reach them. The residual risk
to GA pilots is very small. The risk to the
general public is vanishingly small. Keep
in mind that we have not yet moved from
the untamed wild west of solo flight to the
structured supervised training environment.
The risk to participants in the training
environment is near zero.
A very important point to make is that
freedom of choice and a degree of risk are
motivators for people in choosing activities.
Let’s say people toss mints into the air
and catch them in their mouths. Does this
mean they should be subject to even more
regulation. They might be blinded. They
have increased their exposure to choking.
Maybe an extreme sport will develop in
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which people compete to catch the most
mints in their mouth or machines are
developed that fire mints using compressed
air. Such practices must be prohibited.
These people are making a choice.
They are adult and they are having fun.
A measured degree of risk is part of the
package. It is not the analogous at all with
the risk exposure of the general public.
These people are willing, knowledgeable
participants. They will find a way to
expose themselves to what they think is
an appropriate level of risk. They will do
this no matter what external constraints are
applied.
The work of Professor David
Spiegelhalter on the measurement and
understanding of very small probabilities is
both enlightening and a good read. There is
ambient risk that relates to the environment
in general and the individual in particular. If
the regulatory system makes it unattractive
for someone to fly their Cessna 152 maybe
they will take up base jumping. Maybe they
are safer in the controlled environment of
an instrument rating course than they would
be in their home. It certainly will be so if
their home is in a war zone. As an IFR pilot
they will fly in more challenging weather
but they will be trained to do this and also
trained to assess risk. If the regulatory
system makes it too expensive for them
to practice their flying or gain advanced
qualifications then it will certainly expose
them to additional risk.
No regulation or safety initiative is free
of unintended consequences. The 1999kgs
route charge limitation comes to mind.
Certification standards and loading practices
are being driven by taxation considerations
not safety. I bought a petrol engine ride on
lawn mower made in Canada. On unpacking
it, I came across a large sticker which I was
supposed to attach near the petrol tank. In
bold letters it enjoined me not to drink the
petrol. Having first smiled at the stupidity
of Canadians (we all love to look down on
someone) niggling doubts formed. Maybe
I was missing out. Perhaps drinking petrol
had benefits. Maybe in the Canadian wastes
when supplies were hard to come by, petrol
drinking had its place. After all in the UK
they put nasty dye in meth’s to stop people
drinking that. Maybe I should just have a
little sip of petrol to see if I like the taste.
I wonder if leaded fuel tastes different to
unleaded?
Ok, this is getting a little too surreal but
the basic point holds true. No regulation or
restriction is cost free. All regulations are

likely to spawn techniques for avoidance,
some of which may be worse than the
perceived initial problem.
If it is so obvious that ATO supervision
is unnecessary how did it arise. My best
guess it that it is an extreme manifestation
of the trickle-down effect. In this case it
is more of a tsunami than a trickle. There
were airline accidents with loss of life to the
general public caused by large organisations
having systemic problems going unnoticed.
Clear allocation of responsibilities and
written procedures have their place when an
organisation has at least two characteristics:
• It deals with the general public who lack
the specialist knowledge to enable them
to assess risk / reward for themselves.
• The organisation is of a size or complexity that means common sense is not
enough to ensure consistency of operation and clear communication.
This is hardly an original observation.
Aviation regulations are full of calls for
proportionality and limitations on the
scope of procedures for non-complex
organisations. However, most regulations
do not scale down well. Some regulations
simply do not scale at all. They are just
inappropriate.
Some of the mechanisms inherent
in regulatory processes also have
consequences. Take the approved manual
with its updating and issuing procedures.
These manuals are near useless. Most ATOs
just produce them and shelve them. New
staff and candidates sign for having read
the manual and then it goes back on the
shelf. The ATO then makes the minimum
administrative effort needed to fend off the
review and compliance process. Why would
any rational organisation do otherwise?
Changing anything that is approved is
costly and time consuming. Most of the
content is vacuous platitudes and repetition
of regulations available elsewhere.
The ATO just generates a completely
separate set of functional working
documents that they can change easily and
which are useful in the day today business of
teaching. There is probably also a short set of
day to day operational local procedures that
pilots really need to understand and actually
implement on a daily basis. These find no
place in an approved manual anyway. How
do you refuel and pay for the fuel. Where do
you park? Where do you store the aircraft
cover or get the hangar key? Where are the
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noise sensitive local areas?
Pilots and instructors do need somewhere
to easily access this necessary operational
information. Perhaps we could call that a
pilot’s order book. Yes that’s a good name. I
seem to have heard it somewhere before.
The data underlying the approved
manual’s content is of poor quality. No
NAA has done any significant original
research as to what makes effective GA
teaching or safety procedures in the last 40
years. Most of the material used today was
generated by air forces in the 1940s and
50s in a context now of limited relevance.
It is painfully obvious that the regulatory
process has been a huge disincentive to
developing systems and enhancing safety.
Look at the equipment to be found in the
lightly regulated home built aircraft sector
and compare it with the moribund and
ludicrously expensive certified equipment.
How is that that we still have aircraft
running out of fuel and fuel gauges that are
so unreliable that procedures are written on
how not to use them. The cheapest family
car is capable of telling its driver almost
exactly how many more miles he or she can
drive. If altimeter setting is so important
why is the pressure setting window so
small? If two altimeters are so vital how it is
that half the aviation world has always flown
IFR with a single altimeter? (One might
surmise that in the UK it is a function of the
idiosyncratic transition level and altimeter
setting procedures - another triumph for
that’s how we do it here and we don’t need
any empirical evidence mentality.)
If the ATO approval process is
unnecessary and counter productive, the
safety management and compliance systems
beggar belief. Please start by remembering
that there is no problem. Let’s say that again
- there is no safety problem. The participants
understand the risk they are taking on. They
are made safer simply by being in some
form of training and they enjoy a degree
of managed risk. Essentially all small and
indeed larger ATOs are exposed to pretty
much the same risks.
Even if you accept that some process is
needed to keep pilots safety conscious, that
can be achieved by a check list. The checks
should only cover aviation related risks. The
NAA has no obligation or expertise to deal
with the normal risks of an office or work
environment. A simple checklist covering
one side of A4 would do the job. All these
pseudo-scientific scoring schemes serve no
useful purpose. Then there needs to be an
incident book and some encouragement for
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staff and candidates to enter in it anything
noteworthy that happened or nearly
happened. The responsible manager can
sign against each report on a regular basis
and once a year all stakeholders get together
to talk about risk using the checklist and the
incident book as an agenda. You don’t need
an actions calendar, a non conformance
report or any of the other useless junk
that safety management and compliance
systems draw to themselves like iron filings
to a magnet.
In a Safety Management System (SMS)
you are required to show continuous
improvement. How is this possible if there
are no incidents? If an ATO has operated
with perfect safety it will gain a negative
mark in its review. From one perspective
it is better to have a small accident so as
to have the potential to improve. Actually
that’s not entirely true. The people who
designed this stuff are cunning. You will
find that it is possible to improve by having
more meetings involving additional people
involved to discuss the problems that you
don’t have.
All ATO’s must have an emergency
response plan. This is just silly. Who is
seriously affected if a small ATO ceases
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to trade? In reality, in the smallest ATO’s
if there is an accident then the accountable
manager, who is also in all probability the
instructor, will be in the morgue, in the
hospital or in the pub telling the tale.
At the strategic level both EASA and the
CAA recognise that the current situation is
unworkable and are taking steps to address
it. However, this will take quite some
time. For the moment we are stuck with
the system we have but we could work it
more intelligently. The disease cannot be
cured but we can mitigate its symptoms.
The process of developing the Competence
Based Modular IR (CBM IR) will I hope,
have helped produce a number of effects
that go beyond its specific provisions:• The use of independent instructors and
EASA’s acceptance of risk based regulation will mean a gradual move back
to individual rather than organisational
responsibility.
• Simulators could play a much greater
role in aviation training at every level
but their use is held back by the hugely
disproportionate certification process.
While this awful stultifying process

remains in force, the link between certification and ATO approval has been
broken. Now any approved organisation
can use any certified simulator subject
to its certification, induction and other
procedures. This should make it possible
for small organisations to use simulators
they do not own and for the operators of
simulators to enjoy higher utilisation.
• Various purposeless minor restrictions
in the ATO process can no longer be
imposed. This includes naming instructors, listing training aircraft, specifying
airports to be used and specifying routes
to be flown.
Individually these are small advances but
together they mean that the administrative
and regulatory burden on the IFR training
process will reduce. PPL IR Europe has
been instrumental in driving this change but
we need to continue to insist that restriction
and regulation should be proportionate and
evidence based.
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WEEKENDERS

Weekenders
Flying To The Eclipse

M

y son was married on 28th
March to an Astronomy
don, with whom he shares
a wonderment of heavenly
bodies, so when they asked
me to take them to the Faeroes to see
the total solar eclipse just a week before
their wedding, it seemed a great way to
celebrate. This eclipse was only making
landfall in two places, the Faeroes and
Svalbard, with its centreline passing about
50nm NW of the Faeroes and the point
of maximum obscurity about 100nm NE.
Although I would have loved to have
returned to Svalbard, the kids desperately
needed the minimum time away from their
wedding planning, so the Faeroes it was to
be.
Both wedding and eclipse were planned
a long way in advance – my first email
booking a slot at Vágar dates from August
2013! Vágar wouldn’t even think about it
until the following Spring, but even then
I was top of the list. It was important to
book, because Vágar has very limited
parking. They have effectively five stands
for CAT and just odd corners into which
a few smaller aircraft can be tucked.
But booking the airport was the least of
our problems. Even a year in advance,
accommodation was impossible. The
Faeroes have a population of 44,000 people
and they were expecting 11,000 visitors for
the eclipse (which was also way outside the
tourist season, so many seasonal facilities
were closed.)
We had pretty much decided that the
only solution was to stay the night in either
Sumburgh or Stornoway, beg HIAL for
an early opening and set off early to be
on station in time for the 09:30 display.
But luckily, PPL/IR Europe member
Steve Hallas discovered that the Airport
Manager, Jákup Sverri Kass, had a summer
house with three bedrooms, reception, loft
space and a kitchen which he was willing
to let out (for a tiny amount of money!).
Steve had booked it from the night after the
eclipse onwards, but for the night before it
was available. Arrangements with Jákup

by Timothy Nathan
and a taxi company were quickly made and
we were all set up.
To maximise cost sharing benefits,
there were six in my aircraft, PPL/IR
member Ilya Kazi brought his other half
and there was one other pilot. A few weeks
before the trip, another member, Johannes
Woolard, told me that he was going with
his wife in their TB10 and asked about
accommodation. Jákup was happy to make
it eight in his house for a marginal extra
cost.
On the day before, we flew early from
Biggin to Cambridge to pick up the happy
couple, engines running, then in a dead
straight line to Wick. Wick is a pleasant
enough, though somewhat quirky, place
and the free chunky KitKats and coffee
were welcome enough.
We were hoping to fly round the islands
low level but as we got closer, the weather
got worse and we ended up being able to
do nothing but an instrument approach.
The plates are full of dire warnings about
sticking precisely to the procedures, and
the high ground all around the airport is a
little daunting, so given the choice of the
into wind offset localiser which was nearly
on minima, or the downwind full ILS with
minima below the cloudbase, I opted for
the latter. Looking up at minima, I was
struck by why they are so exercised by
remaining exactly on the ILS. You literally
see more granite than sky - not very far
beneath you and on both wingtips. I was
glad to be visual and doubly glad not to
have to fly the MAP up the fjord between
the islands.
The airport itself was bustling, but a
model of efficiency and helpfulness. The
fuel bowser was waiting for us, and as soon
as he was done, I was follow-me’d into a
tight corner, to leave plenty of room for
others. In the arrivals lounge was a pleasant
enough café where the others waited while
I fuelled.
Jákup turned out to be the forename of
four different airport employees, so tracking
down the right one was a comedy moment,
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but he turned out to be charming, helpful and quite unrushed by
the busy day around him. We took a minibus taxi out through the
stunning Faeroes hills and fjords to the house. Unfortunately, the
weather had not improved, so our views were more glimpses than
spectacular, but what we did see gave us an appetite to see more,
so we arranged with the driver to pick us up very early in the
morning for a brief guided tour before we got to the Airport.
Our restaurant experience in the village of Vestmanna was not
great. The kitchen was closed and all they could offer was a salad
and reheated fish soup – and that only until 5pm. “But when I
spoke to you yesterday about our booking,” said my son, “you said
that you had steaks, omelettes and a wide ranging menu.”
“Yes, so we did yesterday,” replied the waitress. Apart from
a Peter Sellers double-take, there was little to say. Luckily, there
was a well-stocked supermarket in town, so we were able to make
ourselves a good social, communal meal in Jákup’s kitchen.
As promised, the taxi turned up bright and early and gave us a
beautiful tour of the now more visible islands, including dramatic
fjords, waterfalls and grass roofed houses. But the cloud was still
with us. There were a few holes where we could see blue sky,
but the coverage was about 6-7 oktas. We had always said that
we would take a last minute decision whether to see the eclipse
from the ground or the air, and if in the air, whereabouts, and the
decision was made for us. With broken stratocumulus between
about 1000’ and 3000’ the place to be was clearly FL50, where we
would be in Class G airspace beneath Reykjavik Class A and able
to get to the very centre of the eclipse path.
I went up the Tower to meet the Flight Information Officers.
They were happy that I operate freely in both their Zone and in
Reykjavik FIR in Class G, and suggested that I remain in touch
with them. They were very keen that I transmitted an “Ops Normal”
message at prearranged times. So we departed, following the fjord
to the North. Initially we were able to remain visual beneath, but
that got too hairy, so I made a balls-out climb, maintaining the
fjord centreline on the various SynVis, terrain and moving maps
on the devices I had available. At least they concurred!
As soon as we were above cloud we had the eclipse glasses on
and were looking at the partial eclipse which was just becoming
obvious. We had a lot of discussion about where I was going to

place the sun for maximum viewing pleasure, because it was too
high in the sky for people on the opposite side of the cabin to
see it easily but that was resolved with a coin toss (a coin toss
in an aircraft being an interesting demonstration of Relativity
in its own right). The real resolution to the issue came when,
following some experimentation, I found that the autopilot could
hold a very neat forward-slip (like a side-slip but going forwards
instead of sideways) if left in heading mode and a mass of rudder
trim was applied. The result was a wonderful 20° bank angle
maintained throughout the show, enabling everyone to enjoy it
from the comfort of their own seat! We were facing the onrush
of dusk, which was spectacular in its own right, and as it was on
us, there were whoops from everyone as we saw the breathtaking
full eclipse. Personally, I had gone for the flying and as a favour
for my kids, but in the event, I was absolutely bowled over by
the sight. Photographs and videos just don’t come anywhere near
and of course, we were above the cloud in an area of virtually nil
industrial pollution, so it was as clear as clear can be.
One of our fears was that we would be blinded by the sunrise
into our wide-open pupils, so we carefully timed the totality to be
sure of putting on the glasses for the emergence, but in fact that
rapid onset of dawn across the clouds was enough to warn us. We
had one last task, once the excitement had died down: To go and
have the look at the islands I had promised, but failed to deliver on,
the previous afternoon.
The cloudbase was still low, around 800’, so I said that we
would have to limit ourselves to flying around the general
coastline. The north coast is magnificent, with towering cliffs
and many huge tors rising out of the sea. But I suddenly saw an
opening where I could see the length of a fjord, so we went down it
at quite low level. Electric cables crossing the fjord are not marked
on either SkyDemon nor SynVis. Only saying!
Once we were up at cruising levels, there is not a lot more to
say…a very windy arrival at Wick, another running change at
Cambridge and dump the rest of the passengers at Biggin before
setting straight off on my next adventure to stay the weekend with
my wife and friends in the Isle of Wight.

I never forget what a lucky man I am!

